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Mainline Welding
Averaging 10 Kilometers of  welded Mainline Watermain annually, Diamond Fabrication is your top choice 
for new Pipeline construction. Our vast experience dealing with mainline construction allows your project 
to be completed on schedule and most importantly on budget. Specializing in Concrete Pressure pipe, 
Steel and Cast iron piping our team is equipped to perform mainline construction on open cut construction 
and trenchless pipe lines.

With 40 plus years of  combined experience welding Oil and Gas Pipelines Diamond Fabrication has shifted 
their focus to the high pressure Watermain work space. With the experience and required certifications
we can handle all mainline projects ranging from 400mm pipelines to 2500mm pressure
pipelines. Working with CPP joints requiring backing bars to full open root joints Diamond Fabrication can 
help you complete all mainline projects.

Quality Through Certification

Welding operations at Diamond Fabrication are 
performed to the highest industry standards. With a stringent 
Quality Control program in place all our welders and welding 
operations are certified through the Canadian Welding Bureau 
and the Techincal Standards & Safety Authority. All welding is 
performed using engineer sealed welding procedures utilizing 
steel and stainless steel.

Internal Welding of a 1KM,1500mm DiameterCPP line Welding of a 600mm Diameter open cut CPP Line

Commencing January 2020, 
Diamond Fabrication was contracted to 
complete welding on Canada’s longest 
micro tunnel to date. Welding was 
completed on a 1200 Meter stretch of  
Tunnel, which housed  a 1050mm diameter 
CPP line. Internal joint Welding was
performed 600 Meters inside the CPP Line. 
In total Diamond Fabrication 
completed over 5.5 KM’s of  internal weld 
joints throughout this project with zero 
deficiences or leaks.

Mainline Project Spotlight



Shop Fabrication Services

Diamond Fabrication proudly offers a full 
pre-fabrication service for your Watermain 
projects. From Ministry of  labour compliant 
access ladders to shoring to pre fabricated piping 
componets Diamond has all your job needs 
covered. Utilizing computer aided design and 
laser measuring technology we can accurately 
measure and prefabricate piping components 
and structures.

450mm diameter Prefabricated pipe spool shop fabricated 
for a mainline bypass project.

                         Stainless steel piping

Diamond Fabrication welding operations on 
Stainless Steel piping are fully certified through the 
CWB and TSSA. Using Engineer sealed welding
procedures, Stainless steel welding and fabrication 
can be completed in shop or in the filed.

Plant Tie-Ins and Emergency Repairs

Plant tie-ins and shutdowns involve very critical work to keep projects on schedule. Working with CPP, 
Steel, Cast iron or Stainless Steel, Diamond Fabrication has the skill set and knowledge needed to 
complete your project. From simple shaft closure joints to full pump station tie-ins Diamond Fabrication 
can assist with all aspects of  your project. Diamond Fabrication can also provide consultation and 
execution on projects requiring Line stops, Line by-pass and hot tapping. 

With a fleet of  Welding Rigs for field service, Diamond Fabrication can respond to any emergency calls. 
We’re available 24 hours a day 7 days a week for Emergency 
Watermain work.

400mm Diameter Stainless Steel Pipe Repair Shaft Tie-In to pump station Welding of Pipe casing for Hwy 401 crossing


